
  

 

IT’S FOR YOUR OWN 
GOOD: 25 COMMON 
PITFALLS WHEN CARING 
FOR AGING PARENTS 
「這樣安排是為你好！」

──照顧父母的 25個盲點 

 

Providing care for elderly parents is an important familial value 

in Asian societies. But sometimes the best intentions of family 

members are met with resistance. Written by a specialist in 

geriatric medicine, this book points out the common pitfalls of 

adult children caring for aging parents and suggests best 

practices to follow. 

 
 

With the rapid aging of society, an increasing number of adult 

children are facing the challenges of caring for aging relatives. We’ve 

all heard the horror stories: the elderly uncle with dementia 

strapped to his bed “for his own protection”, the struggle to convince 

one’s father it’s time to start wearing adult diapers, or the over-

protective children who won’t even allow their mother to take a 

short walk unescorted. 

  

In the eyes of elder care specialist Dr. Chen Nai-Ching, a common 

mistake children make when caring for aging parents is to see them 

as children. From a place of genuine love, they tell their parents, “It’s 

for your own good”, but they rarely take the time to consider things 

from the parents’ perspectives. What is needed is a healthy dose of 

mutual respect and open communication, because solutions to 

physiological issues often must take into account psychological 

factors. Adult children must learn to recognize when letting go of 

control is the best way to build a mutually satisfying life together. 
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In this book, readers will learn about 25 common pitfalls that 

children encounter when caring for their elderly parents. Each pitfall 

corresponds to a particular problem adult children encounter in 

elder care. Case studies help illustrate the origin, mechanics, and 

resolution of the problem. Bullet points help summarize main 

concepts at the end of each chapter to make it easier to begin 

applying these principles in daily life and thus support dependent 

parents to live their happiest, most independent twilight years. 

 

Chen Nai-Ching 陳乃菁 

Chen Nai-Ching is an attending physician in the neurology 

department of Kaohsiung Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, the CEO of 

Kaohsiung’s first communal care facility for victims of dementia, and 

the host of Bumper Harvest Taiwan, a public television show focused 

on healthy living for the elderly. She is a specialist in the fields of 

gerontology, at-home care, dementia, and epilepsy. The process of 

raising her own children became a mirror for reflecting on her 

experiences working with the elderly, and she soon began promoting 

her insights through a variety of media. She has already published 

multiple books on the topic of caring for victims of dementia. 

 
 


